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	As the most popular image-editing application on the market today, Adobe Photoshop is an indispensable part of any creative designer's toolkit. Mastering Photoshop for photo retouching or general design work should be the first step on your path to a career in the visual design field. Learn Adobe Photoshop CC by building cool creative projects that teach you how to:

	
		Fix common problems with photographs
	
		Colorize black and white photos
	
		Design eye-catching invitations and fliers
	
		Create fantastic composite images by combining elements from different photos
	
		Design your own wallpaper for your computer or phone



	This study guide uses 8 hours of video integrated with text to help you gain realworld skills that will get you started in your career in visual design using Adobe Photoshop CC. It lays the foundation for taking the Adobe Certified Associate (ACA) certification exam and helps prepare you for an entry-level position in a competitive job market.

	

	

	Purchasing this book gives you access to valuable online extras. Follow the instructions in the book's "Getting Started" section to unlock access to:

	
		The Web Edition containing instructional video embedded in the complete text of the book with interactive review questions along with product updates
	
		Downloadable lesson files you need to work through the projects



	You can also use the following URL to the Brainbuffet page for the series, which includes a video at the top of the page to help you set up your digital access to the video and resource files: 

	brainbuffet.com/peachpit/
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How to Get Your Competition Fired (Without Saying Anything Bad About Them): Using The Wedge to Increase Your SalesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	A six-step plan for driving a wedge between the competition and the customer


	For sales people, convincing a potential customer to choose them over the competition is no easy task, and especially when the competition already has the account. Finally, How to Get Your Competition Fired shows readers a proven system for breaking the...
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Computational Methods in Surface and Colloid Science (Surfactant Science)CRC Press, 2000
"...the interested and casual reader [are] immediately updated on cuttingedge research in the exciting field of surface and colloid science."  -- Journal of the American Chemical Society, 2000

Prof. Borowko has compiled a volume focusing on computational methods applied to surface and colloid science....We have to...
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Billmeyer and Saltzman's Principles of Color TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	This book offers detailed coverage of color, colorants, the coloring of materials, and reproducing the color of materials through imaging. It combines the clarity and ease of earlier editions with significant updates about the advancement in color theory and technology.

		
			Provides guidance for how to use color...
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The Lucent Library of Science and Technology - Energy AlternativesLucent Books, 2004
Energy drives all life and is a key component to how humanity works, lives, and sustains itself. Due to the depletion of existing energy sources and the damage being done to the earth's ecosystems, renewable, non-polluting energy sources such as solar, wind, and geothermal power, are being developed and implemented.

The twentieth-century...
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Eclipse 3 LiveSourcebeat, 2004
Most of my computing life has been spent in Emacs starting back in 1990 building Obj-C applications for school. I fell in love with the multiple buffers the way I could quickly navigate back and forth between them. I could even run a make and have compiler errors jump me to the offending code, how cool is that! Well it was cool in 1990. Through the...
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Basic Geotechnical Earthquake EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2007

	This title features subject matter that is organised logically to make it easy and interesting for the students. Emphasis has been given on the basics of geotechnical earthquake engineering. Home work problems have been given at the end of each chapter to test the understanding of concepts given in the chapter. At the end of appropriate...
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